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From the editor

I

will admit I’m a procrastinator. I will clean my entire house before
I sit down to do what I should actually be doing. So it comes as no
surprise that I waited until now to design a nursery for my daughter,
whose arrival is expected in just eight short weeks. Part of it is
because I’ve put it off, but mostly I just didn’t know what I wanted for
the space. It wasn’t until my sister showed me an image of a room
with Pierre Frey wallpaper that the light bulb turned on. As it turned out, the
wallpaper she showed me was the same pattern of fabric I had been holding
onto for a rainy day. All it took was that one element to get the ball rolling.
And now, I couldn’t be more excited about putting this room together.
For some people, that bright-idea moment comes naturally. In this
issue, see how some of the Triangle’s most creative and brilliant minds
have generated awe-inspiring designs, which span from whole spaces to
individual fixtures. It seems a switch went off for each of them and the
results are stunning.
For interior designer Kara Cox, she was able to transform a builder
spec house into a home filled with color, art, and personality for its new
owner and his three children (page 46). La Maison’s Martha Schneider had
the fun task of designing a bold and fashion-forward home for a stylish
friend and her family (page 58). And design duo Liles Dunnigan and Zandy
Gammons took cues from an existing house to create a fresh and sophisticated home for a vibrant couple of empty nesters (page 32).
This issue marks another first for us, as we’re showcasing all things
lighting. From innovative silhouettes and styles to interesting materials and
inventive technology, the options are seemingly endless. We’ve rounded
up of some of the newest and coolest designs on the market (page 16).
Louise Gaskill, a local artisan, sheds light on how she got her start and
breaks down her design process for us (page 28). We’ve also focused on
other sources of light – natural light and the energy it produces. Whether
you want to reduce your carbon footprint or just want to lower your utility
bills, opting for renewable, sustainable energy solutions are proving to be
not only smart but good-looking, too. See what kinds of sleek options are
now available, including Elon Musk’s solar-powered tiles (page 24). Apparently, he has time for more than just shooting his car into outer space.
This issue is brimming with beautiful stories, products, and interiors.
My wish for you is that these pages inspire a light-bulb moment of your
own – whether it’s selecting track lighting for your kitchen or engaging
smart technology to improve your home’s livability. The possibilities are
out of this world!

On The Cover:
This stunning home
office provides a
busy father of three
both a quiet place
to get some work
done and a great
space to sit and have
a cocktail during
happy hour.

Ashley Hotham Cox
Editor in Chief
@ashleyhcox on Instagram
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dwell
The people, places, and things that elevate your home and living.

Design by Bridget Beari; Photography by Joe Bernado
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style | lighting

THE
LIGHTING
ROUND

From natural materials to creative silhouettes,
these innovative designs have us struck.
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox
Written by Aleigh Acerni

STRING
THEORY

FOLLOW THE
LIGHT

New York-based Ngala Trading Co. offers organic,
handmade, and sustainably sourced decor made with
African materials. This large, leather-draped chandelier
is one eye-catching example. Layers of stripped leather
in varying lengths hanging from a powder-coated metal
frame create movement and texture, yet allowing for
ambient lighting. At thirty-four inches tall and hanging
from antique gold chains, it offers a pop of understated
contemporary glamour, perfect for an entryway or dining
room. Available through Ngala Trading Co. / $1,850 /
www.ngalatrading.com

The hardest thing about bringing this
versatile, brass sconce with a woven
wicker shade from Furbish Studio
into your home? Deciding where to
put it. An articulating arm makes it
useful and beautiful, whether you
use it as a reading lamp, picture light,
or accent lighting over a bookcase
full of classic titles. Available
through Furbish Studio / $675 /
www.furbishstudio.com

NATURAL

WONDERS
STATEMENT
MAKER
TIER
UP

Although Anthropologie is known for
its bohemian, well-curated clothing and
accessories, its home goods are just
as playful (and chic). This tiered rattan
pendant deserves a place of honor in your
living room or bedroom seating area. With
its adjustable height, this three-light fixture
is a versatile piece for a stylish home.
Available through Anthropologie / $528 /
www.anthropologie.com

Inspired during a trip to Mexico,
the Jamie Young Company
was born from a love of handcrafted, quality decor. This
stacked-horn floor lamp, made
of natural horn, brings the
company’s polished-yet-rustic
aesthetic home. A three-way
switch offers versatility during
the day (or night), and a natural
linen shade adds elegance.
Available at Horchow / $2,100 /
www.horchow.com
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OFF THE
WALL

The hemp-wrapped Drake sconce with
brass hardware from Charleston, S.C.based Ro Sham Beaux captures the
company’s signature East-meets-West
style. Whether in a bedroom or living
space, with its natural hemp and
whimsical shape, this sconce is a piece
of functional art for your walls, lending a
luxe but casual feel. Available at Ro Sham
Beaux / $550 / www.ro-sham-beaux.com

style | lighting

CURVE

APPEAL

LIGHT
WEIGHT

Seeking a timeless look? Call off the
search. Let Marjorie, a rustic-meets-refined
chandelier from Made Goods, shed some
light on things. Each curved, opaque tile in the
tiered fixture is made of banana bark set in
resin—a natural material with added polish.
Although the maximum chain length is forty-two
inches, for higher ceilings, additional chain
is available upon request. Available through
Made Goods / to the trade / www.madegoods.com

FALL IN
LINE

This mid-century moderninspired Maron floor lamp,
capped at both ends with
brushed brass, is a sophisticated, streamlined accent
for your living room. Nestle
it next to a sofa or reading
chair for a soft and subtle
ambient glow from the LED
light bulb within, or admire
its sculptural quality when
the lights are out. Available
through Anthropologie / $498 /
www.anthropologie.com

FRINGE
BENEFITS

Tassels are everywhere right now,
from earrings to formal gowns—and
even stylish homes. Get in on the trend
with this tassel sconce from Coleen &
Company, made of hand-carved solid
wood with a hand-applied glossy lacquer
finish. Solid brass hardware and a linen
shade pair well with all six color offerings
(not to mention the all-gold-leaf option),
but if your decor requires something
even more special, they’ll make one for
you in a custom shade. Available through
Coleen & Company / Starting at $1,275 /
www.coleenandcompany.com
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SMOKE
SHOW

Hung by itself or in a group, Arteriors
Kacee Pendant makes gray feel
like anything but neutral. Made of
frosted smoke glass, with an antique
brass pipe and canopy, it has a
mysteriously chic look that can
stand out or blend in. Hang a few
over your dining room table for a
cozy, romantic atmosphere.
Available through Arteriors / $690 /
www.arteriorshome.com

STACK
ATTACK

Add an understated, natural
touch to your space with earthy
lighting like the Phoebe stacked
table lamp from designer to the
stars, Kelly Wearstler. Mixed
materials—like the stacked
stone and brushed brass in
this lamp—are a Wearstler
trademark. At thirty inches tall,
it’s an attention-grabber, but its
eclectic, contemporary styling
won’t steal the scene. Available
through Kelly Wearstler / $630 /
www.kellywearstler.com

“I feel efficient and organized

”

My closet has helped bring order to my chaotic life

$200 Off
when you mention Home Design and Decor
Restrictions apply. Offers cannot be combined. Coupon must be presented at time of consultation. Expires 6/1/18.

919-773-8990
Call for free design consultation or visit us online at closetfactory.com
closets | garages | home ofﬁces | entertainment centers | wall units | wall beds
pantries | craft rooms | laundry rooms | mud rooms | wine rooms
©2018 Closet Factory. All rights reserved.

the art of organization
72

style | lighting

BLOOM
ROOM

WHIMSY

Every day will feel like spring under this delicate,
bouquet-inspired chandelier by Kate Spade New York.
It’s available in three finishes: burnished silver leaf,
gild, and light cream. Light bulbs in six of the “blooms”
are dimmable to bring just the right amount of light—
and feminine elegance—to a room. Available through
Circa Lighting / $1,260 / www.circalighting.com

& WIT
FLOWER
POWER

A company inspired by Mexican artisans,
Stray Dog Designs is known for whimsical
handmade designs, like this Double Dahlia
floor lamp. A scalloped shade and a blown
glass ball finial add a tailored element to
the sculptural papier mache fixture, and
two shelves are at the ready to hold a
good book or a mug of English breakfast
tea. Best of all, you can order it in a range
of low-VOC Benjamin Moore
colors. Available through Stray Dog
Designs / $1,200 / www.straydogdesigns.com

SWING
LOW

WHAT GOES
AROUND

Atlanta-based Currey & Company is known for their distinctive and
whimsical lighting options. Their Carousel lantern’s lollipop red finish
offers a hint of color for a bedroom, kitchen, living room, or even a
home office. The four-light fixture also pairs gold leaf accents with a
hand-forged, wrought-iron frame for luxury and durability. Available
through Green Front Interiors & Rugs / $740 / www.greenfront.com

Traditionalists, take note: This
bespoke pendulum light from
Oliver Street Designs is crafted
from solid brass in four finishes:
polished brass, antique brass,
polished nickel, and dark oxide.
Customize further with various
fabric options for the shade.
The company’s neoclassical light
fixtures have a timeless feel with
contemporary functionality.
Available at Oliver Street Designs /
$1,365 / www.oliverstreetdesigns.com

ALL
AGLOW

Twelve lights snake their way
upward in this fanciful Winters
chandelier from Julie Neill
Designs. It’s supremely
customizable, available in
more than three dozen
finishes—including classic
white plaster, pictured in
interior designer Bridget
Beari’s DC Design House dining
room. And with custom sizing,
it’s equally at home over a
dining table or in a bedroom
(standard size is forty-two
inches high, thirty-six inches
wide). Available through Julie
Neill Designs / to the trade /
www.julieneill.com

Photography by Joe Bernado
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Metris Select Collection

B E S T. D E C I S I O N . E V E R .
When it comes to your dream home – making sure it is perfect means tons of tough decisions. Let our
knowledgeable product experts relieve the stress and restore the fun while introducing you and your
design team to our extensive collection of products from the most sought after brands.

RALEIGH | CARRBORO
F E RGUSON S H OWROOM S .COM

©2018 Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. 0318 766040

Request your appointment today at fergusonshowrooms.com

palette | emerald

EMERALD CITY
Nature’s jewelry box proves
the grass is greener.

Opulent and unapologetically luxe, Emerald commands a
distinct assuredness and eloquence with its brazenly bold and
brilliant blue-green pigmentation. Highly saturated, the endless
depth of this jewel tone is captivating – denoting chords of
confidence and charisma. A genteel green, Emerald has allured
the ages with prestige synonymous with grandeur. It’s perfectly
posh. And when paired with a moody range of other jewel tones,
velvety dark neutrals, and a perhaps spirited and unexpected
pop of peridot, turquoise, or cobalt, an enrapturing liveliness
ensues. – Christina Spratt Spencer

Clockwise from top left:
Art Hide ARTTRICRGEME Trilogia Emerald Circular Area Rug /
$1,259 - $3,399 / www.themine.com
Currey & Company Sommelier Chandelier / $2,240 /
www.huntandgathernc.com
Clé Zellige Tile in Secret Lagoon / $1.81 each / www.cletile.com
Casey Daybed in Vance Emerald / $1,499 / www.highfashionhome.com
De Vecchi Milano Mult8 Candle Holder / $450 / www.nestcasa.com
Palecek Savona Coffee Table / $5,198 / www.palecek.com
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BORN IN LONDON, ENJOYED AROUND THE WORLD

Any Furniture, Any Finish

SO MUCH MORE THAN JUST A GREAT FURNITURE STORE!

CAMERON VILLAGE
2030 Clark Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27605
919.803.1033

MOULTRIE PLAZA
642 Coleman Boulevard
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464
843.216.3900

www.stevenshellliving.com

CASE GOODS, UPHOLSTERY, LIGHTING, ACCESSORIES, RUGS AND OBJETS DE VERTU!

trend | sustainable energy

THE ECO POWERHOUSE
Take advantage of solar power with these innovative energy solutions for your home.
By Aleigh Acerni
hether you want to reduce your
carbon footprint or lower your utility
costs for years to come, solar power
is the go-to renewable energy source.
The technology has come a long way
from its inception in the 1830s when
French physicist Alexandre Edmond Becquerel demonstrated that
solar cells could convert sunlight into electricity—the photovoltaic

W

effect. Decades later, in 1883, American inventor Charles Fritts built the
world’s first rooftop solar array, and Albert Einstein’s 1905 paper explaining the photoelectric effect won him the Nobel Prize in 1921.
Today’s solar solutions are sleeker and more efficient than their
unwieldy (and unsightly) predecessors—and more affordable, even
qualifying for a thirty percent federal tax credit. Even better, sunny
North Carolina is a great place to harness those rays to power your
home. Here are three options to consider.

SUBTLE AND SLEEK: SOLAR TILES
Elon Musk’s eco-driven company, Tesla, may be best known
for its electric cars, but it also offers solar panels, solar power
storage, and solar roof tiles. The innovative solar roof tiles are
stylish, generating power without compromising a home’s
aesthetic. Offered in four designs—textured, smooth, Tuscan,

and slate—Tesla claims the tempered glass tiles are three times
stronger than standard tiles, but they are half the weight and
won’t degrade over time like asphalt or concrete. (They put their
money behind this claim, including “a warranty for the lifetime
of a home, or infinity, whichever comes first.”)
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POWERFUL AND EFFECTIVE:
SOLAR PANELS
“When a homeowner chooses to go
solar, they’re opting to drastically lower
energy bills, taking charge of their energy
source, and defying future increases
in utility rates,” Hannah Wiegard says,
who is the director of marketing and
communications for Renu Energy
Solutions. While each installation of
solar photovoltaic panels is customized
to a home’s location and conditions,
installations start at about $14,000, or
about $50 per square foot of roof space
used, Wiegard says. “The right solar
energy size for you depends on your
utility bills and what you really want to
accomplish going through solar.” The
energy produced by a home’s solar panels
first goes directly for that home’s use,
but excess energy is sent into the grid,
often leveling out the costs of the energy
consumed by the house at night, leaving
homeowners with a $0 energy bill.
MINIMAL COMMITMENT:
SOLAR-POWERED ATTIC FAN
With a much lower cost than
solar panels or tiles, a solarpowered attic fan like the Solar
Star RM 2400 attic fan from Sunlit
Homes and Ventilations is an easy,
low-commitment investment to
kick-start your solar power efforts.
With installation, the fan costs
$849 (a DIY kit costs $649). For less
than $1,000 and about an hour of
installation time, homeowners get
an attic fan that vents heat and
moisture from the attic, prolonging
the life of a roof and helping to
lower their energy bills—it costs
nothing to operate.
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THE TOLL BROTHERS EXPERIENCE

Trusted since 1967, Toll Brothers is an award-winning company committed to extraordinary customer service
and the highest level of quality and value. As America’s Luxury Home Builder, we offer our buyers a wide
variety of homes and communities – from ranch-style homes to two-story single-family homes, and from
active-living and resort-style communities with state-of-the-art amenities to traditional neighborhoods.
Toll Brothers proudly offers the finest homes in the best locations in the Charlotte and Raleigh areas in
North Carolina, where luxury meets convenience, and neighbors become lifelong friends.

One of our Homes’ Most Attractive Features

Visit our luxury home communities in these prestigious areas:
CHARLOTTE | WEDDINGTON | MARVIN | INDIAN LAND, SC
RALEIGH | CARY | APEX | DURHAM | WAKE FOREST

Homes priced from the $300,000s to over $1 million
For more photos of our professionally decorated models, visit TollBrothers.com/HomeDesignDecor

Design trends, tips & more at TollTV.com | Download the Toll Brothers App today
Open Sun.–Mon. 1 pm–6 pm, Tues.–Sat. 10 am–6 pm. Brokers welcome. Homes available nationwide. Prices subject to change without notice. Photos are images only and should not be relied
upon to confirm applicable features. This is not an offering where prohibited by law.

artisan | louise gaskill

GLASS ACT
Local lighting designer Louise Gaskill breaks it down for us on
her design process, unique aesthetic, and vision for the future.
By Ashley Hotham Cox
Photography by Stacey Van Berkel
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Interior design by Julia Buckingham;
Photo by Werner Straube.

Hometown:
New Bern, North Carolina
What drew you to lighting design? How did you get your start?
My interest in lighting really started not with design but with finishing techniques. I had always dabbled in furniture restoration,
so I was already somewhat familiar with different methods of refinishing. When I happened upon a gorgeous pair of old lamps at
the Raleigh flea market, I was hooked – and not in a small way.
I purchased and deconstructed hundreds of lamps, salvaged the
parts, and redesigned with a modern twist. When my employer
decided to relocate their sales offices to the Toronto headquarters, my hobby became my new career.
Can you tell me about your design process?
First and foremost, I want artful and unique pieces. My early
pieces didn’t even have glass, but now that is where the design
process really begins. The glass dictates so much about the finished
design. There is a “feel” to vintage glass that can’t be replicated in
new pieces and is what I think sets my designs apart from other
lighting companies.
How would you describe your aesthetic?
Vintage feel with a modern vibe.

How does living in Raleigh affect your aesthetic?
I think Raleigh’s proximity to High Point has greatly impacted
my aesthetic. Showing at the High Point market gets my product
in front of designers from all over the country.
Do you have a favorite design?
Probably the Etta. I like the modern feel.
Who are your favorite designers?
I primarily work directly with designers on custom pieces. Julia
Buckingham has done lots of really fun projects that required
special lighting. I have designed a number of pieces for Tula
Summerford here in Raleigh and Lisa Mende in Charlotte. And
most recently, and a new experience for me, is working with
DJF builders. I am so thrilled to be working with a builder who
recognizes the importance of art lighting in their designs.
What’s next for you?
I am working on getting my shop off Whitaker Mill set up to
serve as a second studio and first stop to look at finished inventory. I plan to keep thirty or so pieces in this location when it is
fully set up.
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Home Design

Interior design by The Warehouse; Photography by Dustin Peck

Adaptation

Personal Touch

Layered Luxe

Page 32

Page 46

Page 58

Adaptation
Missing Caption

Two oversized Visual Comfort light
fixtures shine down upon the rich
mahogany table and the dining chairs
with their brightly colored geometric
Kravet print and distinctive Lee Jofa
banding along the bottoms.
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A Raleigh-based
design duo takes
cues from an
existing house to
create a fresh and
sophisticated home
for a vibrant couple.
By Lee Rhodes
Photography by Dustin Peck

W

hen a house has great
bones, it makes interior
design that much easier.
And having innovative designers with an amazing
vision doesn’t hurt either.
This Raleigh home got a dramatic makeover by The
Warehouse’s multifunctional design team of Liles
Dunnigan and Zandy Gammons, who played up the
home’s many strengths.
Longtime residents of Raleigh, the homeowners
relocated within their home city, and they knew what
they wanted: to brighten up the dark and dated home,
creating a look that was fresh and sophisticated. This
required gutting the kitchen and master bath, as well
as aesthetic updates throughout every other room
and along the exterior. Perhaps most importantly, it
required playing up the home’s natural light and filling
the interior with a wash of lighter colors.
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Vibrant artwork from ArtSource adds punch
to the stairwell, while the foyer’s lighting, an
oversized antique mirrored fixture from Visual
Comfort, also brightens up the space.
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Left: The three-panel mirror brings in light, while the lamp below creates a picturesque vignette.
Right: This powder room embodies feminine charm with a vanity from Worlds Away, luminous
Anne French wallpaper, and a delicate white orb light fixture from Visual Comfort.

“Because we had worked with the homeowners previously,
there was a high level of trust there,” Dunnigan explains. “The
home was older and needed extensive updating. But it had great
bones and great architectural details.”
As the heart of the home, the kitchen is inherently more
functional than it was before, with a longer island that faces the
proper direction and offers comfortable seating. The original
dark wood countertops and heavy light fixture were replaced
by glazed white cabinetry and a distinctive metallic fixture
overhead. The meticulously placed window captures sunlight,
while the Walker Zanger tile backsplash behind the range and
under the hood picks up the serene gray-blue wall color, as well
as the custom color on the island. Vibrant artwork adds panache
to the walls.
Though the homeowners considered an all-white kitchen,
the designers advised against it. “A lot of times people say they
want an all-white kitchen, but it ends up looking stark and cold,”
Dunnigan explains.

The adjacent breakfast nook is neither stark nor cold. The
homeowners had the mirror in their possession already, and
the designers had it lacquered in a soft blue that mimics the
tranquility of the walls. The drapery fabric features koi fish,
contributing to the Asian-inspired feel running throughout the
house. A beautiful pagoda lantern from Visual Comfort completes
the look.
The nearby study serves as a haven for the family to escape
and read. Many of the books in the collection are treasured
pieces. And the designers added accessories including pieces
with dark metallic shine that contrast the white cabinetry and
enhance the overall look of the library.
The balance of light and dark is also evident in the spacious
living room, with exposed dark wood beams in the ceiling
juxtaposed against a large Barbara Barry light fixture that
brightens the room in more ways than one. To compensate for
the fact that this room was originally even darker than most of
the others, the designers repeated the same serene blue from
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Appointed with meticulous designer
details and restful blue hues, the intimate
sitting room is the perfect place to relax.
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Old World elegance resides at the end of the hallway, which
was formerly dark and unwelcoming. The distinctive artwork
and mirror bring light and sophistication to this space.
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Custom bedding by Legacy Home, Euro
shams in a Travers fabric, and seat fabric by
Manuel Canovas all come together to create
a soothing oasis within which to sleep.

the breakfast nook, covered the ottoman in a bright Robert Allen
animal print, and installed beautiful geometric draperies from
Dogwood Fabrics consisting of blue and cream hues. Finally, the
Stanton wool rug adds additional light and softness.
Another Stanton rug graces the steps off the foyer – an
entryway that underscores the home’s overall charm. “It’s an
ode to a leopard print,” Gammons says of the rug. “The art is
from ArtSource, and we added an oversized antique mirrored
fixture that we felt would really brighten up the space. The
homeowners also had an antique chest and mirror that we
repurposed.”
Off the foyer, gold-finished oversized light fixtures from
Visual Comfort wink down upon the mahogany dining table.
“We added chairs from Woodbridge Furniture out of High Point,
as we like to use North Carolina furniture companies when we
can,” Dunnigan says. A multi-colored geometric Kravet print
fabric with tangerines and blues graces the chair seats. The
tangerine is repeated in the graceful floral draperies. “That color
is found in little pops throughout the house,” Gammons explains.
“The room’s rug is indoor-outdoor. [The homeowner] has

grandchildren and pets and likes to entertain. So you can spill
grease or red wine on it, and it will come out.”
Through careful adaptation of the existing space, the
designers were able to create an indulgent retreat in the master
bedroom. Originally two rooms, the bedroom is now a one-room,
spacious getaway with the most natural light in the entire house.
An inviting combination of soft white and restful blues defines
the luxurious bedding and accessories. The seating area within
the master bedroom, complete with a fireplace, encourages
restful afternoons spent in absolute contentment.
The bedroom’s sitting room has a rival, however. The patio
and outdoor living area extend the length of the back of the
house. The homeowners spend many a day lounging in this
vibrant space, enjoying the outdoor television, the fireplace,
and most of all, the time they have with their children and
grandchildren.
“You can see all the colors from inside the house,” Gammons
says, “and we wanted to bring the colors out and have them flow
into the exterior space.”
Not to be forgotten, Tucker, the dog, finds sanctuary in the
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Left: The kitchen features Benjamin Moore Quiet
Moments on the wall and a Walker Zanger tile
backsplash.
Top Right: A light fixture from Visual Comfort adds
sheer beauty to this restful space off the kitchen.
Bottom Right: With touches of both light and
dark creating symmetry, the study is the perfect
landing spot for a cup of coffee and a good book.
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It doesn’t get any better than this impressive lineup of
details in the living room - a Stanton wool rug, chairs
upholstered in Thibaut fabric, drapes in Dogwood Fabrics,
and a Barbara Barry light fixture to lighten up the room.
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By painting the buffet cabinets a glossy black and
adding beautiful acrylic hardware, the designers
upped the ante of an already elegant piece.
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With its blue walls, vintage rug, and crisp white
built-ins for storage, this mudroom, which also
serves as the laundry room, is the perfect escape
for the homeowners’ dog, Tucker, whose bed was
painted to correspond with the room’s colors.

mudroom, which features a vintage rug, distinctive Thibaut fabric
on the windows, and a dog bed that has been painted to match
both. Despite its aesthetic appeal, “That room has many uses,”
Gammons explains. “It’s a laundry room, drop zone, work zone,
and the dog’s favorite place.”
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Speaking of favorites, one of Gammons and Dunnigan’s
favorite things is working together on home interiors like this
one. “Most creative people enjoy having someone to bounce
ideas off of,” Dunnigan says. “And for us, it’s a partnership and
collaborative effort.”u
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Personal
TOUCH
A homeowner sees past a builder’s
choices in a spec house to add his
mark on new construction.
By Dana W. Todd
Photography by Stacey Van Berkel

F

or some people, buying a turnkey home is ideal. It’s
move-in ready. However, one particular homeowner, a
father of three, had a slightly different approach when he
purchased a builder spec house near Greensboro. Instead
of living in the house as-is, he envisioned more than just
what the builder had in mind. After researching local
interior designers who shared his passion for modern art and color, he chose
Kara Cox of Kara Cox Interiors to design a home that fit his lifestyle as well
as his art collection.
“Most who buy a new house don’t want to make changes,” Cox says, “but
this homeowner was open to making changes to fit his lifestyle.”
With three kids who visit on the weekends and a busy work travel
schedule during the week, the homeowner trusted Cox to turn this
3,000-square-foot Cape Cod bungalow into a colorful modern-classic design.
To fit his specific lifestyle, Cox focused on making the open downstairs
layout, which includes the master suite, functional for him and the upstairs
bedrooms lively and resilient for enthusiastic kids on the weekends,
incorporating colorful artwork into all the spaces.

Opposite: Stair carpeting from Stanton is given a dose
of masculinity with nail head trim, while the light
color theme is continued with a Tibetan rug from
Moattar at the foot of the stairs. An unusually shaped
mirror from Interlude Home tops the Lucite console.

Customized Norcraft cabinetry offers maximum storage capabilities
while Carrara marble backsplash and island provide a clean, elegant
aesthetic. Orange slipcovered barstools create a pop of color and
make for easy maintenance - a must for a growing family.
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The home office features Phillip Jeffries grasscloth wallcovering, Hickory Chair
swivel chairs, and AERIN for Visual Comfort floor lamps.
Opposite: Cox designed the bar, formerly just a base cabinet installed by the builder,
by adding an upper mirrored cabinet, a white zen quartz countertop, and a Carrara
marble herringbone pattern backsplash.
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“Since art is
so important, we
repainted or recovered
all the walls in lighter
and brighter colors,
removing the deep
grays and trendier
colors chosen by the
builder,” Cox explains.
These color changes
make a better backdrop
for the homeowner’s
modern art.
“We further
highlighted artwork
in the house by
minimizing patterns
and using accent
colors,” Cox continues.
“The whole house
design started with
one piece of 3-D paper
artwork purchased in
Paris from a Japanese
artist, which is now
hanging in the dining
room. That room
contained the only
wall downstairs
large enough to
accommodate the
huge forty-eightinch by sixty-inch
piece. It was the only
piece of artwork the
homeowner asked me
to work around, and
it is so different from
the softer colors he
wanted throughout the
house. When you walk
by this particular piece,
it appears yellow in
one direction and red
if you walk by in the
other direction. It is a
true statement piece
and served as both
the design challenge
and inspiration for the
house.”
Surrounded by
lighter neutrals, the
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Cox focused on making the open downstairs layout
functional for him and the upstairs bedrooms lively and
resilient for enthusiastic kids on the weekends.
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Left: A light gray and white kitchen is accented with pops of yellow and red in keeping with the artwork in the nearby dining room. Hickory Chair bar stools in a
kid-friendly Kravet vinyl covering steal the show. The hanging pendants are from Visual Comfort.
Right: The artwork in the dining room led the house’s design and is the focal point in this room. Accessories in soft colors balance out the bold artwork, including dining chairs covered in Thibaut Crypton fabric, a Stanton indoor/outdoor rug perfect for children, and an eye-catching light fixture by Oly Studio.

3-D art becomes a focal point of the dining room. Since the dining
room opens to the living area, Cox introduced pops of red and yellow
to mix with the lighter base colors in the living room to keep the two
spaces cohesive.
The owner purchased all the other artwork especially for this
house, and Cox used it as part of her color mix in each room.

Since incorporating original artwork is part of Cox’s specialty,
it was a particularly pleasant project where the homeowner put
full confidence and control in her hands.
In addition to a fresh, light colorway, Cox introduced
masculine elements to keep the spaces appropriate for the
homeowner. Nail head trim on the runner going up the stairs,
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for instance, accessorizes the blue, taupe, and tan carpeting.
Grasscloth wallcovering and shades of blue in the home office
add other hints of masculinity as well as texture and dimension.
The home office is another example where Cox infused the
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owner’s personality into the house by changing the builder’s
original concept. Initially presented as a front library painted
dark gray, Cox turned the room into a multifunctional space to
give the homeowner a place to work from home. She recovered

the walls in neutral grasscloth, designed a desk with built-in
bookcases and cabinetry surrounding it, and painted the trim and
built-ins in a lacquered shade of light blue in keeping with the
colorful theme of the home.

Left: A Hickory Chair sectional sofa upholstered in Kravet indoor/
outdoor fabric receives touches of color with throw pillows covered
in Jim Thompson blue mohair and Romo floral print.
Right: Original art by Kate Long Stevenson and a pale tufted headboard from Hickory Chair draw the eye in the master bedroom.
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Pine Cone Hill bedding and a custom
headboard and bed skirt give a masculine vibe
in blue, brown, tan, and cream.
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Similarly, she turned a lonely base cabinet in a corner of the kitchen into a
functional mini bar with a built-in wine cooler and drawers for storing supplies. Cox
added upper cabinetry to hold wine glasses and enhanced it with a mirrored back,
adding depth and interest to the corner.
As a final act, Cox changed out all the builder-grade lighting fixtures and cabinet
hardware to reflect a more modern aesthetic, which infused personality into the home.
“This type of project is my favorite,” Cox says, “with a homeowner willing to
add art and design around it. He took risks with artwork and the use of color,
listened, and trusted my instincts. In the end, he has a kid-friendly home that also is
functional for his needs.”
“My advice to homeowners in a similar situation when shopping for a new
home is to remember someone else has chosen the personal finishes. It’s OK to
customize it for your style. Just because it’s new doesn’t mean you can’t change it.”u

Left: A custom headboard covered in a Pierre Frey
print stands out in a child’s bedroom with a touch
of sophistication added by the graphic blackand-white pillow made with Schumacher fabric.
Turquoise gourd lamps are from Lamps Plus.
Top Right: An antique nightstand is at home
beside a bed with a custom Kravet woven fabric
headboard. The standout piece is the custom pillow
in John Robshaw fabric by Duralee.
Bottom Right: A mini office resides in the girl’s
room, combining femininity and boldness with a
fur-covered chair and a desk with brass base.
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Where Luxury Meets Location
Experience a new level of sophistication and elegance at 904 Oberlin,
where luxury meets location. Here, residents enjoy an intimate community
of twenty-three brownstones nestled in the heart of Cameron Village. A
seamless blend of timeless charm and modern amenities will let you know
you’ve arrived. Preview by appointment.

919-278-7655 | 904Oberlin.com
Now Selling two and three story brownstones priced from the high $800s - $1Million+
Sales by Coldwell Banker Howard Perry and Walston Builder Services.

A Romo striped cut velvet gives the antique chair new life and
encompasses the bold color palette of the formal living room echoed
in the owner’s turquoise lamps and Cowtan & Tout embroidered
pillows. Custom red pony hair x-benches and a French silver mirrored
coffee table from La Maison add glamour.
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luxe

LAYERED

Fine fabrics and a bold color palette
give functional design an artistic flair.
By Brandy Woods Snow
Photography by Catherine Nguyen
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The signature Vermillion red is prominently featured in the kitchen rug from Eatman’s Carpets. The
custom table, chairs, and buffet lighting are from La Maison, and the AERIN light fixture’s white glass
and antique brass finish offer contemporary flavor in a traditional style.
Opposite: Designer Martha Schneider, shown with homeowners Ashley and Cheshire Webb, says,
“The most meaningful part of this project was the collaboration among friends.”
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W

hen Ashley and Cheshire
Webb decided to take on a
full remodel and addition
to their Drewry Hills home,
Ashley Webb contacted
Martha Schneider at La
Maison Interiors. Friends for more than a decade,
Schneider had an inside track on Webb’s tastes and personality and knew her personal decorating mantra would
be a terrific fit for the Webb family’s needs.
“Ashley owns Vermillion, a high-end fashion boutique
in Raleigh, and appreciates style that is cool, relevant,
and beautiful,” Schneider says. “I personally design for
ultimate function with a sophisticated aesthetic, and Ashley
wanted her home to feel fluid and lived-in while also being
infused with their personalities and a touch of glam.”
Schneider achieved the fresh, contemporary look
through layering colors, textures, fabrics, art, and
furniture against a clean neutral canvas. The result is a
fashion-forward home built for function and family that
embodies Webb’s impeccable eye for style.
In fact, a few elements of the design are derived
directly from Webb’s boutique, giving a personal tie-in
between the two. Vermillion red, the store’s signature
color, is streamed throughout most of the home, infused
in dramatic and sometimes unexpected fashion in the
living room, the dining room drapery, and the family
room couch. Additionally, the unique foil wallpaper in
the powder room is by Matthew Williamson, a fashion
designer Webb has carried in her store. “She obviously
had connected with his style and aesthetic, and I knew
this paper would be the perfect nod to the relationship,”
Schneider says.
Art also plays a central role in the design concept.
Both art lovers and collectors, Ashley and Cheshire
Webb wanted their pieces to not only find a home in
the space but also be showcased and revered. Cheshire
Webb had recently purchased two pieces of original art
from La Maison, and these are prominently displayed in
the family room. In the living room, an eclectic peacock
framed selection inspires the rich palette of colors
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brought into the room through bold textiles and accessories.
In daughter Betty’s room, personal 3-D artwork punctuates
the space above twin beds and a full-sized gallery on the
opposite wall.
While all of the art in the home is personal, a couple of
select pieces were specifically designed for the family. A sketch
drawing of a Lela Rose gown offers a splash of vibrant color and

glam to the otherwise neutral, spa-like master bath. The piece
was gifted to Webb from the designer herself, whose line is
carried at Vermillion. In the eat-in kitchen, an original painting
by Wolf Kahn, a famous artist who also happens to be Cheshire
Webb’s great uncle, serves as a prominent piece in the space and
also offers a dash of sentimentality.
The family’s love of art didn’t miss their three girls. In fact,

Top Left: A framed antique map of New York, a unique Paris Alexander sculpture, and a collection of designer books speak to the homeowner’s love of art and fashion.
Top Right: The sunroom-turned-office is a study in symmetry with an identical pair of desks, chairs, and floor lamps for a his-and-hers work-at-home station. Vintage French posters
add whimsy and vintage sophistication.
Bottom Left: The elegant spa bathroom, completed by Thorne Construction and styled by La Maison, offers sleek, uncomplicated lines kicked up a notch by sophisticated marble
countertops and polished nickel fixtures. Custom artwork by designer Lela Rose and a crystal leaf chandelier by Niermann Weeks complete the space.
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A custom blue velvet headboard, embroidered appliqued linen drapes by Cowtan &
Tout, a bench covered in Designers Guild fabric, and zebra-print shams by Thibaut all
add luxurious texture and dimension to the master bedroom. Tall glass lamps from La
Maison and a replica vintage floor-length mirror add drama and sophistication.

the white Parsons table in the dining room doubles as an art
center and the custom teal lacquered built-ins offer clever,
convenient, and concealed storage of all art supplies.
“A signature facet of La Maison’s style is creating
comprehensive designs that offer homeowners both style and
function, a mantra captured in my tag line ‘Where Style Meets
Home,’” Schneider says. “The Webb’s home epitomizes that
promise so vividly seen in the dining room, which can convert
from children’s art room to elegant dining space in a snap.”
What the home offers in function, it matches in sophisticated
glam, often achieving the best of both worlds through

Schneider’s emphasis on layering furniture, textures, and colors.
In the living room, two red pony hair x-benches with nail head
trim perfectly coordinate with the striped Romo cut velvet on
the repurposed antique chair, a bit of luxe against the neutral
sisal rug. A mirrored coffee table and gilded accessories and
sconces impart a bit of glam to the space. In the family room,
ivory grasscloth adds a neutral texture to the walls while custom
leopard-print swivel chairs and a tufted ottoman offer adequate
seating options.
The use of sumptuous fabrics and layered textures continues
seamlessly into the bedrooms. In daughter Annie Fleming’s
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Parisian-inspired room, a whimsical black-and-white Manuel
Canovas print pairs beautifully with contrasting bright teals,
pinks, and purples that impart a youthful vibe to the traditional
elegance of the antique wrought-iron bed and bedside table and
lamp. The master bedroom’s mix of upholstered blue velvet
headboard, embroidered appliqued linen drapes from Cowtan &
Tout, and bench covered in Designers Guild fabric all add layers
of texture to the space while zebra print shams from Thibaut
and the homeowner’s personal giraffe print chair add a playful
contemporary flair.
A selection of light fixtures – from the airy modern lines of
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the kitchen pendants to the ultra-glam Niermann Weeks crystal
leaf chandelier in the master bath to the warm gilded chandelier
and library lights by La Maison in the dining room – create
stunning focal points in each room.
Schneider’s favorite fixture, the unique semi-flush mount
in the foyer, proves Schneider’s dedication to going above and
beyond for her clients. “The vintage Italian fixture features
warm gold and milk glass and was specifically purchased from
NYC for the Webb’s foyer. It expertly complements the space’s
tone-on-tone flocked wallpaper and sets off the tone of glamourchic that runs throughout the home.”

Left: The formal dining room’s draperies, made with Duralee fabric, weave
together the Vermillion red of the owner’s existing dining chairs with the
deep teal lacquered built-ins. The custom cabinets offer space to showcase
collectibles and mementos as well as concealed storage for kids’ art supplies.
Gold-toned fixtures and library lights, all from La Maison, add a warmth and
richness to the room.
Top Right: Daughter Betty’s room is all about embracing color—orange, pink,
and light teal. White lacquered antique beds stand out against pale teal
walls and custom bedding with vibrant shams from Cowtan & Tout. The teal
leopard print drapes in Duralee fabric and the tribal rug offer rich colors and
interesting texture.
Bottom Right: Daughter Annie Fleming’s Parisian-inspired room features
Parisian print wallpaper combined with Manuel Canovas drapery. Bold pops of
color are reflected in the bedroom’s purple cotton-rag rug and teal dust ruffle.

It’s this dedication to capturing the Webb family’s style
while also offering them a highly functional home in which to
raise their family that stands paramount. From the bold hints
of color to the glamorous elements that pop against a neutral
canvas, La Maison created a space that is relevant, comfortable,
and fully functional for a family on the go. “The result is a
simple, elegant, and chic look that feels fresh and contemporary
without being overdesigned,” Schneider concludes.u
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Photo by DJF Builders
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ROOM SERVICE

D

ine al fresco. Relax under a canopy of trees. Create a living room
without walls. “Out” has never been more “in,” and spring is the perfect
time to create that open-air retreat you’ve always wanted.
Outdoor living is anything you want it to be, from a natural
extension of indoor space (think deck, porch, or patio) to a spot of
shade on the lawn. It can be a poolside party space or a lakeside retreat.
Here are a few looks to inspire your own backyard paradise:

D A W
H A R R
&
T H E
E T H A N
A
D E S I G N

N
I S

L L E N
T E A M

u

HOW TO
WORK THE
(OUTDOOR)
ROOM

Eat Out
The fresh air feast is one of life’s pleasures, and our transitional BiscayneTM collection
kicks the contentment level up a notch. It’s the perfect blend of classic and modern,
featuring a cast aluminum frame with a double-x motif, gentle scrolls, and elegantly carved
stretchers. It’s comfortable, accommodating, and family friendly, too.
Chat it Up
Take the talk outside with Millbrook: It’s an outdoor collection that has something to
say. Crafted from kiln-dried, plantation-grown teak, Millbrook is built to last and looks
great doing it. Its timeless style is at home on any porch or patio, so create a cozy arrangement and relax in style. It’s one part English garden and one part West Indies lanai.
Give it a Rest
Get away from it all with Willow Bay, an all-weather collection that’s generously scaled
for comfort. It’s graceful and grand, with a cool, contemporary, tightly closed weave. Its
rust-proof aluminum frame is strong and durable, so it’s ready for relaxation whenever you
are. You can sit in this chaise all day and never worry about where the time has gone.
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Coming Soon!
Look for three new cushion
fabrics, coordinating umbrellas, and
fifteen new in-stock pillows rated
for outdoor use. Choose from our
selection of soft, stylish, and durable
fabrics. Your outdoor room will look
great for years to come.
Our Ethan Allen designers are ready
to help you create a gorgeous outdoor
space that suits your favorite pastime
(even if it’s just passing the time). They’re
available to help as little or as much as
you like, and their services are always
free! For inspiration and ideas, visit
www.ethanallen.com or our two local
Design Centers: 5717 Dillard Drive in Cary,
919-233-9190, and 4380 Lassiter at North
Hills Avenue in Raleigh, 919-781-9431.
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Featured Advertiser Editorial

Contributor
SET IN STONE

S U N N Y

S U R A N A

u

THE BEAUTY
OF AZURITE

F

ar beyond the road’s end
in Minas Gerais, Brazil
lays a granite quarry
named Gramazini that is
quite unique. CRS Marble
& Granite has negotiated a
deal with this mine to exclusively provide
a rare, exotic granite called Azurite to our
North Carolina customers, as well as those
in South Carolina and Virginia.
We chose this quarry because its
product provides a balanced look free of
flaws. Azurite granite’s predominant color
is blue with green, taupe, vanilla, and blue
crystals mixed throughout it. It is a slab
with exuberant movement in it through a
bold veining pattern.
Azurite granite is considered rare and
exotic for a couple of reasons. It is difficult to
obtain. The people at Gramazini quarry must
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first build the infrastructure, clearing remote
land and constructing roads to access the
area where their workers can mine these
beautiful stone slabs. Because of the quarry’s
remoteness, production is limited. Plus,
Mother Nature has produced only so much of
it that contains the blue colorway consistently
throughout it, a feature that is hard to find.
Most granite slabs contain shades of green,
gray, and brown, so blue is precious and
unique. Azurite granite can be equated to
purchasing an original piece of fine artwork
to display in the home.
As an exotic stone, Azurite granite
is a top-tier slab, but there are benefits
to buying the best. First, it is a smart
investment. Stones traditionally maintain
their value; however, exotic stones like
Azurite granite increase in value as natural
supplies dwindle. Alternatively, man-made

Raleigh, NC Showroom

Azurite is exclusively available at CRS.

quartz’s price continues to decrease as more and
more factories begin producing it. Limited Azurite
stock also means a unique look for homeowners in
the kitchen, bath, or outdoor kitchen area. Every
family in the neighborhood will not have Azurite
granite countertops.
Any application that calls for granite is also
appropriate for exotic Azurite. It is as durable as
other granite slabs and enjoys the same carefree
maintenance routine. But Azurite granite is more
exclusive and distinctive than lower tiers of
granite. Homeowners have the opportunity to
customize it even further by choosing a finish –
polished, leathered, rough, or honed – which all
display beautifully in Azurite slabs.
Azurite granite is truly Mother Nature’s
artwork, touched with her highest level of
inspiration. Whether you’re a Tarheel or a Blue Devil,
there’s a shade of blue in Azurite for you!u

Sunny Surana is president of CRS Marble & Granite,
with four locations in the U.S., including Raleigh, and
two locations overseas. He has been sourcing highquality stones from remote international quarries for
more than twenty years in this family-business-turnedinternational success model. See Azurite granite plus
other exotic stones in the 60,000-square-foot Raleigh
showroom at 7521 Exhibit Court or call 919-784-9282.
Learn more at www.crsgranite.com.
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“Timeless design is reflected in
a collection of treasures
from a life well lived”

southernstudio.com | 919.362.5143

Featured Advertiser Editorial
Contributor
BUILDING A
BETTER HOME

E V A N

B O S T

u

LASTING
LANDSCAPES

V

iolet and crimson bursts
of tulip magnolias and
Eastern redbud trees
in early spring stir a
renewed awareness of
our yards and landscapes.
As new life emerges from several months of
dormancy, many of us are beginning to plan
or have been planning landscape projects
to improve curb appeal and livability for
the coming warm months. Whether you’re
adding a new patio or building a custom home
and commissioning a professional landscape
designer, there are several planning considerations that we encourage homeowners to
be mindful of. And the earlier in the process,
the better.
Firstly, how will landscaped space be
used? With an existing home, the answer
is intuitive. How do you currently use your
outdoors, and what improvements can be
made to facilitate desired activities? But
with new construction, this requires careful
thought. Take the time to walk your homesite
and consider how the yard will be used. Are
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you more partial to an unobstructed flat lawn
for field play or the aesthetic of mulched and
planted beds for more of a garden appeal?
How much of your lot do you want to keep
natural? Do you foresee any extension of your
home’s entertaining space into the yard? If
so, you’ll want to examine the topography of
the lot early on to integrate patio and porch
designs with the natural grade to create a
comfortable flow into the yard.
What about ongoing maintenance and
irrigation requirements? Different grass
species require different watering and
mowing schedules, and indigenous shrubs
and tree species typically require less
irrigation than exotic species. When shopping
for plantings and sod, inquire about the
maintenance requirements of the plants
you’re interested in. The upkeep might not
be worth the aesthetic. Also, bear in mind
existing tree canopy presence. If you have
a lot of shade, you will want to select a cool
season grass and shade tolerant plantings,
and vice versa if you have full sun.
Consider site lines and plant sizing. Take

the time to think about the various vistas of your yard. What would
you like to see from the master bedroom window, from the kitchen
sink, and from the back deck looking out? When planting shrubs,
hedges, or trees in the beds around the foundation, think about
how future growth could obstruct the views from your windows
or porches. Similarly, size your plantings for future growth, not
present size. For example, when looking out across your yard you
may envision a row of ten-foot junipers across the back-property
line, but if you install ten-foot junipers, then you will soon be
pruning and stunting the tree to maintain its size. This will result
in thick, stubby branches visible at the edge of the plant and will

require more maintenance.
Drainage is a critical piece of landscaping. Water is the biggest
enemy of a home, and thoughtful landscaping can serve as a vital
defense system. The land should be graded and compacted to shed
water away from the foundation. Tree and shrub root systems help
water penetrate the earth while grasses and ground covers prevent
erosion of the topsoil. When installing hardscapes like patios and
sidewalks, ensure these surfaces are sloped to promote drainage
and work with the existing slope of the ground.
Finally, for custom home builds, budget realistically and
appropriately. Landscaping proposals include plantings, seed and
sod, mulch, labor, grading, irrigation, lighting, and other
elements that add up quickly. It is paramount to think
through the above considerations and speak with a
landscaping professional early in the process to receive
preliminary bids of what the real costs are going to be. If
the landscape of your dreams is going to cost thousands
more than you anticipate, it may be worth reducing the
cost of the house to fit it in the total budget.u
Evan Bost is director of marketing and Green Initiatives at
Bost Custom Homes, an award-winning custom building firm
serving the Triangle. With thirty years of proven expertise, Bost
Homes designs and constructs truly-custom residences with
superior craftsmanship, a focus on health and sustainability,
architectural authenticity, and structural integrity. To begin the
conversation of your forever home, call 919-460-1983 or email
info@bosthomes.com. Learn more at www.bosthomes.com or
www.facebook.com/bostcustomhomes.
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Gather Around the

PIANO
By Dana W. Todd
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T

here’s a small part of every person that wishes
they were an artist or a performance musician.
They can see themselves crafting something
beautiful or sitting behind a grand piano and
playing to rapt crowds from a concert stage.
Perhaps the music lessons taken as a child
drifted away in the wake of adult responsibilities. But there is a
way to recapture the dream, even if a person has failed to master
musical skills. Hopper Piano, a local Steinway piano dealer,
wants to show homeowners, regardless of skill level, how they
can incorporate the dream of beautiful music into their homes
and into their parties. All it takes is an appreciation for music, a
skill almost everyone has conquered.
“Steinway has introduced the Spirio, the world’s first highresolution player piano, and it is the most exciting event in
years,” Keith Pendergraft of Hopper Piano says.
Wait a minute – a high-resolution piano? The Spirio also has
video capability that helps the music come
alive so listeners can see the performance
when it was filmed live from modern artists
like Billy Joel or “immortals” who live on
through their music. Unlike player pianos of
the past, the Spirio enables homeowners to
connect an iPad and watch many artists’ performances as the piano is playing the music
in sync with the video. The video feature
extends as far back as the 1930s in instances
where Steinway has been able to find and
remaster older performance videos of artists
who have long since passed.
Imagine a party at home where a guest
can walk up, choose their favorite piece of
music or favorite artist, and instruct the
Spirio to play that piece for the crowd’s
enjoyment. The Spirio brings the warm

feeling of gathering around the piano back into homes.
“You are really listening to the actual musician perform on
your own piano,” Pendergraft says. “The musical selections encompass all genres from jazz to sacred to pop. This is a higher
level of entertainment than just putting in a CD. Plus, there is no
end to the music.”
Pendergraft is referring to Steinway’s commitment to providing new music through a monthly upload for its Spirio customers at no extra charge.
“Customers anxiously wait for the next Spirio update,” Pendergraft says. “It’s like waiting for a Christmas gift each month
and is always a surprise since the company never promotes
what is coming.”
Hopper Piano takes customer service to a new level. Those
who purchase an American-made Spirio or another Steinway
model from the company are not simply anonymous buyers.
“Those who love the craftsmanship of Steinway and

appreciate music are a family,” Pendergraft
says. “We love our customers and make lifelong
friends with them.”u
Stop by Hopper Piano + Organ Co.’s showroom to see
the new Steinway Spirio player piano in action and
experience an immersion in high-performance music
that you can take home to your living room. Visit
1800-A Tillery Place in Raleigh or www.hopperpiano.com.

KF3, a painting by Spanish artist Yago Hortal, was
commissioned by Steinway to accompany the marketing
for Steinway & Sons Spirio.
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OUTDOORS

Featured Advertiser Editorial

HEIRLOOM BEAUTIES
By Anne Marie Ashley

A

nyone familiar with the Triangle and
Piedmont regions recognizes the certain
iconic plant varieties known to define our
area with beauty and fragrance.
Many quintessentially Southern plants,
like Southern magnolia, are native to the
United States. But many that are considered heirloom plants
were introduced into the area in the late 1700s. French botanist
André Michaux was hired by the French crown to explore parts
of North America – including the Southeast – and select plants to
bring back to France. Not only did Michaux select plants for the
French crown, but he also brought some of our most treasured
Southern landscape plants to our region including the gardenia,
camellia, mimosa, tea olive, as well as the ubiquitous crepe
myrtle. “Having these Southern plants as part of your garden
will provide you with year-round beauty and fragrance,” David
Payne says, owner of Home and Garden Landscapes.

fragrance some compare to the scent of lemons. Many cultivars
are available including Little Gem, which blooms from May until
the first frost, and D.B. Blanchard, which has incredible foliage
that has the appearance of brown velvet on the underside. “They
can get big, so don’t plant too close to a structure and keep in
mind their tendency to drop leaves during the year,” Payne
suggests.

Southern Magnolia
A native of the Southeast from Virginia to Texas, this beautiful
tree provides year-round foliage, gorgeous blooms, and a

Gardenia
With its amazing fragrance and glossy foliage, gardenias are
Shrimp, Sausage, & Chicken Creole
a staple of our heirloom plants.
Many cultivars are available
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Crepe Myrtle
With more than one hundred varieties of crepe myrtle ranging
from those that only grow around twelve inches high to those
that can reach more than fifty feet high, gardeners can pick
from a myriad of colors and sizes. “Most folks are surprised to
discover this popular Piedmont heirloom plant is actually native
to China,” Payne says. Once it becomes established, a crepe
myrtle is highly drought tolerant and therefore can bloom during
the height of summer heat.

ranging from ten feet high to those that hug the ground and
reach up to only two feet.
Tea Olive
This non-descript plant comes in a couple of varieties with
differing characteristics. The fragrance variety has smooth
foliage while the fortune cultivar has leaves that resemble a
holly. But what they have in common is the production of tiny
blooms that start in October and continue into the dead of winter
providing a fragrance that will blanket the property. “Some folks
think the fragrance is synonymous with the scent of orange
blossoms,” Payne explains.
Camellia
“This beauty is one of the most loved of the Southern

heirloom plants because of its beautiful production of flowers
and the many colors they are available in,” Payne says. There
are fall to winter blooming varieties known as sasanqua, and
winter to spring varieties known as japonica. There is one
particularly beautiful sasanqua known as Yuletide, which
tends to reach its peak from November into December and has
gorgeous red petals with a yellow center.
“These Southern heirloom plants can provide your property
with year-round beauty and fragrance,” Payne says. “With the
large number of cultivars out there, I’m confident there is one
that will fit your property perfectly.”u
Interested in incorporating some heirloom beauties into your landscape?
Call Home and Garden Landscapes for your next outdoor project
at 919-801-0211 or visit www.homeandgardenlandscapes.com for
more information.
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Twenty-five very fortunate homebuyers have an extraordinary, once-in-alifetime opportunity. The community that
set the standard for residential Cary and
became the Triangle’s most sought-after
address is well on the way to selling out its
final, limited edition neighborhood.

PRESTON’S GRAND FINALE

WardsonConstruction

Comprising 13 acres at the very heart of the Preston community,
Preston Retreat is located at Davis Drive and HogansValleyWay, just across
the street from hole #11 of Prestonwood Country Club’s Fairways course.
The enclave offers 1/3 to 1/2 acre homesites and the perfect setting to build
the home of your dreams. For this grand finale, Preston Development
Company selected the area’s preeminent custom builders to craft these fine
residences. In Preston Retreat, they’ve already constructed some of their
most exquisite homes to date.
Preston Retreat is the culmination of 30 years of development in
Preston. And your opportunity to be part of Preston’s final chapter.

PRESTON

RETREAT

Million dollar homes in a million dollar location . 919-219-6751 . prestonretreatcary.com
Exclusive sales representative: Jay Upchurch . Upchurch Land &Home

KITCHEN APPLIANCES

Featured Advertiser Editorial

Preservation
& Preparation
The Sub-Zero/Wolf Advantage
By Brandy Woods Snow

W

hen Sub-Zero Company, the seventyfive-year leader in innovation and food
preservation for residential refrigeration, acquired the Wolf residential
appliance company in 2000, it found
its culinary soul mate. And discerning
homeowners, desiring the utmost of performance and appearance
from the heart of their home, have benefitted from the merger.
Robbie Watson, appliance specialist with Kitchen & Bath
Galleries, says, “Sub-Zero understands your refrigerator serves
one purpose—preserve food 24/7/365, ensuring freshness,
flavor, and purity through consistent temperature control, air
purification systems, and separate refrigeration systems for the
refrigerator and freezer.”
Sub-Zero offers full-size refrigeration with traditional built-in
and sleek integrated varieties, available in both stainless steel
and custom cabinetry aesthetics. One of the newest trends in
refrigeration is a point-of-use appliance. Sub-Zero offers undercounter drawer units that can be integrated into islands, storing
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readily needed items at hand. Sub-Zero’s wine storage products
boast up to three different temperature zones for proper storage,
quiet compressors and vibration dampening glides plus hinges
to ensure bottles rest peacefully, and evaporators to maintain
humidity levels, safeguarding cork integrity.
The quality and innovation embodied by Sub-Zero are
mirrored in Wolf’s professional ranges for the home with
cooktops, wall ovens, grills, and specialty cooking products.
“The three distinctive Wolf design families—professional,
transitional, and contemporary—are characterized by
unparalleled performance, innovative design, and a high-end
aesthetic,” Watson says. “While maintaining excellent
cookability in their professional gas and dual fuel (gas cooktop
with electric oven) ranges in sizes from thirty inches to sixty
inches, they offer numerous choices for cooktop configuration
including griddles, chargrills, and French tops, and now have
expanded to include induction ranges and cooktops.”
Induction cooking options provide the same precision as
gas with the added benefit of safety and easier cleanup due to

the cooler surface of the cooking unit. Wall ovens in single and
double configurations, complementary microwaves in regular
and convection, drawer microwaves, and warming drawers
complete the comprehensive product portfolio. And modular
cooking modules, which allow clients to combine gas, electric,
induction, steamer, fryer, griddle, and grill provide the ultimate
in cooking flexibility.
In 2018, Wolf will introduce a revamped convection steam
oven that, in addition to faster cooking and energy savings, will
also feature an auto-reheat mode, sanitize mode, and spa mode.
Another new product category—a first for the home chef—is the
vacuum seal drawer, perfect for sous vide cooking, that will vacuum
infuse marinades and seal foods for longer freezer storage times.
COVE, the culmination of years of research and refinement, is the
new dishwasher line produced by the Sub-Zero/Wolf company and
is engineered to last more than twenty years and comes with an
industry-leading five-year warranty.
Their comprehensive product line can be seen at Kitchen &
Bath Galleries. Serving the Triangle for more than twenty years,
they offer displays and vignettes, and the Raleigh store contains
the only Sub-Zero/Wolf Living Kitchen in North Carolina. Newly
remodeled, it contains an example of almost every offering in the
product line-up with on-site sales staff that averages more than
twenty years in the industry.

“Quality, innovation, performance, longevity, style,
versatility, heritage, and proudly constructed in the USA—this
is the Sub-Zero/Wolf brand,” Watson says. “One of their greatest
attributes is their commitment to customer satisfaction, a
passion shared by the Kitchen & Bath Galleries team.”u
Visit the Glenwood Showroom to see the new Sub Zero and Wolf Living
Kitchen. For more information, visit the website at www.kandbgalleries.com
or visit any one of their four showrooms: 8411 Glenwood Avenue in Raleigh;
108 E. Chatham Street in Cary; 1201-J Raleigh Road in Chapel Hill or
4209 Lassiter Mill Road in North Hills.
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KITCHENS

What’s Cooking?
Oversized islands, creative storage,
and bold colors are some of the
latest kitchen trends.
By Page Leggett
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Featured Advertiser Editorial

F

ew things make your home appear more dated
than an out-of-style kitchen. Other rooms can
get by with a new coat of paint every decade or
so, or with new upholstery on an old couch. But
kitchens don’t lie.
Doubt it? Consider burnt orange appliances.
They were the essence of a modern kitchen … in The Brady
Bunch era. But how soon they became garish.
The kitchen isn’t just the room
where families spend the most time.
It’s also the room that makes sense
to invest the most money. A kitchen
renovation will usually pay dividends
when you’re ready to sell.
If you’ve invested in a white kitchen
in recent years, there’s good news. “The
white kitchen has been a trend for so
long,” Liles Dunnigan says, a partner of
The Warehouse, an interior design and
home furnishings boutique. “We think
they’ll remain strong.”
However, kitchen cabinets in deep,
La Cornue
rich colors are an emerging trend
that may knock the all-white kitchen down a peg. To create an
up-to-the-minute look, paint your kitchen cabinets a soft gray
or greige. Or go bold with a jewel tone. Emeralds, blues, and
even black are big for
those brave enough to
experiment. (Dunnigan
designed her own dream
kitchen with navy
cabinets in a matte
finish.)
If you want to
dip a toe in before
fully committing, try
painting just the
Walker Zanger 6th Ave. Tile in Ink Black

kitchen island a vibrant color – or paint the lower cabinets a
darker color while keeping the remaining cabinets white or
a lighter shade.
Richly colored cabinets look especially dramatic
when paired with white quartz, quartzite, or granite
countertops. Dunnigan notes that while marble
is beautiful, it’s less practical than some other
choices.
Dunnigan’s design partner, Zandy Gammons,
says manufacturers are offering more creative
options for backsplashes today. White subway tile
has been the default choice for a long time. It still

looks fresh, but now there are many new colors, shades, and
materials to choose from.
“People are having fun with ceramic, marble, and even
glass tile,” Gammons says. From sleek black bricks (they look
stunning in an otherwise all-white kitchen) to marble subway
tile, today’s options are practically limitless.
Using unusual metals is another trend that makes a kitchen
look current. “A brushed brass or copper hood is a little detail
that really pops,” Dunnigan says. Don’t
feel the need to match knobs and pulls
to the range hood. Mixing metals is
acceptable.
The kitchen, generally the house’s
hub, is a great space to get creative
with lighting. “Use a dramatic light
fixture over the island as a focal point
– or several great-looking pendants to
add light and interest to the space,”
Dunnigan says.
And islands are getting bigger and
bigger. People want storage and lots of
it. “People are creating more spaces to
hide utensils and gadgets,” Dunnigan
says. “Islands offer the opportunity for lots of hidden but
convenient storage.
Even Fluffy and Fido are being considered in some kitchen
remodels. “We’ve done feeding stations for dogs and cats that
are disguised as drawers. We’ve created a built-in doggie bed
adjacent to a kitchen. If there’s any room that can be custommade to accommodate pets, it’s the kitchen.”
There are lots of tricks to maximize space and create a
kitchen everyone will gravitate toward – butlers’ pantries,
wine refrigerators and coolers, built-in banquettes with
storage underneath the bench, and small refrigerated
drawers that make access to drinks and snacks convenient,
to name a few.
But should you decide to take on a kitchen overhaul,
make sure you know what you’re doing. “The design
decisions you make in a kitchen won’t be easy to change.
Mistakes can be costly,” Gammons says. She and Dunnigan
have been called in to rescue a few disasters. One client
ended up with built-in cabinets that weren’t deep
enough for her dinner plates!
Few things pack as much punch in a home as a
kitchen remodel. So, bring on the color and, as the
designers from The Warehouse advise, bring in a
professional. u
Interested in updating your kitchen with professional help? Visit
the seasoned designers in The Warehouse at 1924 Wake Forest
Road in Raleigh. For more information call 919-235-0030 or visit
www.thewarehouse1924.com.

Visual Comfort
Rotunda Ringed
Pendant
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arts and culture

SPOTLIGHT

You Are Here:
Light, Color, and Sound Experiences
North Carolina Museum of Art (NCMA)
April 7 - July 22
www.ncartmuseum.org
This NCMA never-before-seen exhibit is created for unique
viewing experiences that attract more than just your visual
senses. This exhibit will be rich with diverse art media, while
also providing an interrelationship of art and technology that
adapts to each viewer’s perspective. For the night owls out there,
join the opening party and silent disco taking place on April 7 to
experience an all-nighter created for the arts.

NC Museum of History Foundation
Distinguished Lecture Series:
Washington --The Last Four Decades
Duke Energy Center for the
Performing Arts
May 22
7 p.m.
www.ncmuseumofhistory.org

Trophy Brewing Beer Dinner
The Umstead
April 5
6:30 p.m.
www.theumstead.com

Carolina Ballet’s 20th Anniversary Ball
The Fairview
April 21
7 p.m.
www.carolinaballet.com
What better way to experience the Carolina Ballet than to
celebrate two decades of world-class professional ballet
together with the dancers, artistic staff, and community?
Enjoy an evening of elegance in celebration of the many
years of presitgious dance this organization has provided to
the Triangle, North Carolina, and across the globe.The ball
will also honor Judy and Steve Zelnak for their generosity,
paving the way for Carolina Ballet’s future.

Spring Daze Arts &
Crafts Festival

Art Garfunkel —
Bob Nocek Presents

Fred G. Bond Metro Park
April 28
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
www.townofcary.org

Duke Energy Center for the
Performing Arts
April 6
8 p.m.
www.dukeenergycenterraleigh.com

Entanglements Exhibition
by Elizabeth Bradford
The Mahler Fine Art
April 6 - May 12
www.themahlerfineart.com

Thrive NC
City Market
May 10 - 11
www.gothrivenc.com
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Great Grapes!
Wine & Food Festival
Town of Cary’s Booth Amphitheatre
May 5
11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
www.uncorkthefun.com

Design with Thin Brick,
the natural choice.

in this photo
Peppermill Thin Brick

in this photo
Ironworks Thin Brick

in this photo
Ironworks Thin Brick

Blank walls have the potential to be so much more...
Thin Brick brings natural elements from the outdoors to your home’s interior. The time-honored beauty
and durability of brick also provides a sense of comfort and familiarity. Why keep the beauty of brick on
the outside of your home only to leave the inside
with mundane drywall and paint? Transcend the
traditional in your design and take brick to places
it’s never gone before!

T H I N M A S O N R Y P R O D U CT S

919-828-0541
GeneralShale.com

8820 Westgate Park Drive, Raleigh, NC 27617
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